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Abstract
This paper proposes an interpretation framework for the eval-
uation of evidence in forensic automatic speaker recognition
where only a single recording of the suspect and a single trace
(questioned recording) are provided. In such a case the within-
source variability of the suspect cannot be evaluated. An esti-
mation of within-source and between-sources variability is per-
formed for the case using a database of speakers recorded in
the similar conditions of the case. Two measures of interpret-
ing the evidence within the Bayesian framework are compared,
one using the Likelihood Ratio (LR) and the other, giving com-
plementary information, using Error Ratio (ER). Experimental
results using the proposed methodology are presented and the
two interpretation measures are discussed.

1. Introduction
Often, in forensic investigations dealing with voice, the forensic
expert has only a questioned recording and a single recording of
a suspect. The task is normally to evaluate whether the voice in
both these recordings comes from the same person. In many
cases only one recording of the suspect is available due to the
nature of the investigation, e.g. when it is not possible to have
additional recordings of the suspect’s voice, since it may alert
him to the fact that he is being investigated. As a consequence,
it is not always possible to evaluate the within-source variability
of the suspect with this single recording. However, since this is
a recurring problem in forensic speaker recognition, it is nec-
essary to define an interpretation framework for evaluating the
evidence even in the absence of additional control recordings
[1].

The framework is similar to the speaker verification domain
in which the task is to compare two recordings and answer
whether they have the same or different sources. Normally, a
threshold is used in the verification domain to decide whether
the two recordings come from the same source. Unfortunately,
in the forensic domain it is not acceptable to use such a thresh-
old as discussed in [2].

In forensic automatic speaker recognition, statistical mod-
elling techniques are based on the distribution of various fea-
tures pertaining to the suspect’s speech and its comparison to
the distribution of the same features in a reference population
with respect to the questioned recording [3]. When a speaker
recognition system has to analyze two recordings, it creates a
statistical model of one of them (normally the suspect’s record-
ing), and estimates the likelihood of the features of the second
recording (the questioned recording) when it is compared to this
model. In forensic speaker recognition, the result of the com-

parison between the model of the suspect and the questioned
recording is commonly calledE (Evidence) and it is evaluated
given two hypothesis:H0 - the suspect is the source of the ques-
tioned recording and,H1 - anyone else in the relevant popula-
tion is the source.

In this paper we propose to use the automatic speaker recog-
nition system with cases in similar conditions, and evaluate the
evidence in a Bayesian framework [4]. We propose to use two
complementary measures to interpret the evidence, one using
the likelihood ratio(LR), and the other using error ratio(ER)
and measuring the quality of the match by evaluating the rela-
tive risk in choosing each hypothesis.

We discuss the methodology to handle a new single-
suspect, single-trace case (with databases in similar conditions
to the case recordings conditions). We compare the use of two
measures,LR andERwithin the methodology and provide ex-
perimental results in order to compare them.

2. Methodology
When it is not possible to obtain additional suspect recordings,
we cannot evaluate the within-source variability of the suspect
as only one suspect utterance is available. Hence, the methodol-
ogy proposed for forensic automatic speaker recognition based
on a Bayesian approach [5] and [6] cannot be employed, be-
cause it needs additional suspect recordings. The methodology
described in this paper evaluatesE in the light of scores obtained
in similar conditions whenH0 or H1 are true.

By similar conditions, we mean that although the speech
content may be different, the effect of channel distortions, noise
and recording conditions should be similar across the record-
ings.

Let:

• SR- Suspect Recordingused to create his model

• QR- Questioned Recording

• E - Evidencewhich is the score given by the recognition
system when comparingSR vs QR.

To apply the proposed methodology, two databases are
needed:

• SDB - Speakers Database.It is a database containing
the reference recordings of different speakers who are
used as mock suspects. It is used to create their models.
Recording conditions ofSDB should be similar to the
conditions ofSR.

• TDB - Traces Database.It contains mock traces of the
same speakers of theSDB. It is used to test the speakers’
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models. Recording conditions ofTDB should be similar
to the conditions ofQR.

For instance, if the trace corresponds to a recording of a
cellular telephone and the recording of the suspect comes from
a fixed telephone, the databases required would be a mock trace
database of cellular recordings (TDB) and a reference database
of corresponding speakers using a fixed telephone (SDB). It is
necessary to perform a control experiment to check whether the
conditions are similar and whether the two databases are in-
deed compatible with the respective recording of the case (as
discussed in Section 3).

The hypotheses considered are :

1. H0 - two recordings have the same source

2. H1 - two recordings have different sources

The forensic expert should select the mock suspect database
(SDB) and its corresponding mock trace database (TDB) accord-
ing to the conditions of the case.

Two sets of mock cases have to be created using the record-
ings of these databases:

1. Cases where two recordings coming from the same
source are compared (H0 cases)

2. Cases where two recordings coming from different
sources are compared (H1 cases)

It can be noted that each mock case always has a speaker
model coming fromSDBand a trace coming fromTDB, to re-
produce the conditions of thereal case.

For each mock case we obtain the similarity score. The
probability distributions of all the scores ofH0 cases and of
H1 cases are then plotted in a graph. TheH0 curve represents
the distribution of scores that we can expect when a trace be-
longing to a speaker, within the conditions of the case, is com-
pared to the speaker. TheH1 curve represents the distribution
of scores that we can expect when a trace that does not belong
to a speaker, within the conditions of the case, is compared to
the speaker.

Then, the expert has to compare thereal trace from the
case with the suspect’s model, and obtains a score forE. The
significance of this score can then be evaluated, with different
measures, with regard to the distributions obtained for the mock
cases, as we will explain in Section 4.

3. Requirements
The following assumptions are made in the proposed method-
ology:

1. Trace Database (TDB) is recorded in similar conditions
to the questioned recording (QR).

2. Speaker Database (SDB) is recorded in similar condi-
tions to the suspect recording (SR).

3. In similar conditions, when two recordings coming from
the same source are compared, scores obtained (H0

scores) are in a same higher range.

Scores obtained comparing recordings of different
speakers (H1 scores) are in a same range, on the aver-
age lower than scores obtained inH0 cases.

In order to verify the assumption of compatibility between
recordings of the case and the mock databases (assumptions 1
and 2), we propose to perform compatibility tests as follows:

• To evaluate the compatibility betweenQRandTDB, we
can calculate scores obtained by testing the models of
speakers of the mock database (SDB) against theQRand
against each recording ofTDB. With these two sets of
comparisons we have two sets of values forH1. Statis-
tical significance testing can be applied to see whether
these distributions are compatible [7].

• To evaluate the compatibility betweenSDBandSR, we
can compare statistically the scores obtained by testing
the recordings ofTDB againstSRand SDB. Statistical
significance testing can be applied to these two sets of
H1 values to see whether these distributions are compat-
ible.

Note that assumption 3 implies that we consider similar
within-source variability for different speakers, which is not
entirely correct because the voices of different speakers may
vary differently. Although differences can exist between speak-
ers, scores obtained comparing speakers models with their own
voices (H0 cases) are in a similar range that is distinct from
the scores obtained comparing their voices with someone else’s
(H1 cases). We consider differences between speakers’ within-
source variability as not significant compared to differences be-
tween scores ofH0 cases and scores ofH1 cases. While such
differences are for the most part negligible, especially in well-
matched conditions, this assumption heavily depends on the de-
gree of mismatch between train and test recording conditions.
Standard normalization techniques (at the feature and at the
modelling level) should be considered and used in order to re-
duce the risk of bias introduced by not following assumption
stated [8]. However, the discussion of these techniques pre-
sented in [7] is out of the scope of the paper.

It is widely known that there are speakers for whom speaker
recognition systems give unusually good results and others
whose voices are particularly difficult to recognize. The speak-
ers with whose voices the automatic system shows markedly
different results are classified into goats, sheep, wolves, etc [9].
These speakers have results that are significantly different from
the majority of other speakers and indeed, if the suspect belongs
to one of these categories, his scores may be biased. However,
in the absence of additional suspect data, a good estimate of his
intra-variability can be made by choosing databases sufficiently
representative of all classes of speakers.

If distribution scores show incompatibility between the
recordings, then the forensic expert has to decide either to se-
lect or record more compatible (SDB and TDB) databases, or
decide not to do the case using this methodology or apply sta-
tistical compensation techniques [10] [11] [12].

4. Interpretation of the Evidence
Following the methodology presented in Section 2, the expert
obtains:

• a scoreE, given by the comparison of the traceQRand
the suspect modelSR;

• a distribution ofH0 (same source) scores for cases in
similar conditions;

• a distribution ofH1 (different sources) scores for cases
in similar conditions.

Two measures to interpret the evidence (E) in this frame-
work are discussed in 4.1 and 4.2: likelihood ratio (LR) and
error ratio (ER).



4.1. Likelihood Ratio

LR measures the relative probability of observing a particular
value of evidence with respect to two competing hypotheses
(H0 andH1):

LR =
P (E|H0)

P (E|H1)
. (1)

LR is calculated by dividing the heights ofH0 andH1 dis-
tributions at the point ofE (Fig. 1).

Figure 1:P (E|H0) andP (E|H1) for a given value ofE. LR
is the ratio of the heights of A and B points.

LR is a measure widely used in many fields in forensic sci-
ence. SinceLR is calculated as a ratio of two heights, its estima-
tion is sensitive to the mathematical modelling of the probability
density function (pdf) ofH0 andH1 and artifacts (especially in
the tails of the pdf) can lead to erroneous estimation ofLR.

Very high scores ofE are not often observed in the distri-
bution of scores ofH0. In such a range of values the likelihood
ratio declines despite the fact that such high scores are strong
support for the hypothesis in which the two voices were pro-
duced by the same speaker. The phenomenon is related to the
fact that the variance of theH1 distribution is bigger than the
variance of theH0 distribution. As a consequence, this may
lead to two different scores having the sameLR. In Fig. 2 we
see the evolution of theLR with respect to the score ofE; an
example is given forLR=5, to which two different scores corre-
spond (see pointsS1 andS2).

Figure 2:First graph showsH0 andH1 score distributions and
second graph showsLR evolution in which we can observe the
sameLR for two different scores ofE.

In such a case it would mean that two different suspects may
obtain the sameLRdespite the fact that one of them has a higher
evidence score than the other. For both suspects thestrength
of the evidenceis the same but for one of them the similarity
between his voice and the questioned record, is higher.

4.2. Error Ratio

We propose to use a second measure, theError Ratio (ER),
which contains complementary information to the strength of
evidence (LR). This measure takes into consideration the rela-
tive risk of error for an obtained score, in choosing either of
the hypotheses.ER is the ratio between the two types of errors,
FNMR(False Non Match Rate) andFMR (False Match Rate) if
the scoreE is used as a decision point.

In other words,ER is the proportion of cases for which
recordings from the same source would be wrongly considered
to come from different sources, divided by the proportion of
cases in which recordings from different sources were wrongly
considered to be from the same source, ifE is used as a thresh-
old in a hypothesis test for match or non match (see Fig. 3):

ER =
P (NonMatch|H0, E)

P (Match|H1, E)
=

FNMRE

FMRE
(2)

If the score of the trace given the suspect model isE, then
error ratio (ER) is:

ER =

∫ E

−∞ p(x|H0)dx∫∞
E

p(x|H1)dx
(3)

For example, for a given value ofE, an ER of 10 means that
the risk of making an error by excluding a suspect is ten times
higher than the risk of identifying him as the source, if the score
of E is used to decide. Note that although the DET (Detection
Error Tradeoff) curve [13] shows the relative evolution of False
Match with False Non Match probabilities, it cannot be used
to estimate the extent of relative risk of errorfor a given E,
since the score doesn’t appear implicitly in the plot and hence
DET is useful only for the comparison and evaluation of system
performance [14]. In the DET curve it can be remarked that
False Alarm probabilitycorresponds to the False Match Rate
and theMiss probabilitycorresponds to the False Non Match
Rate.

Figure 3:The light gray area corresponds to the numerator of
the ER (FNMRE), the dark gray one to the denominator of
the ER (FMRE).

Let us examine how theERis calculated and what it means.
The numerator of theERcorresponds to the area under theH0



distribution curve belowE. This refers to the percentage of com-
parisons with a score smaller than the scoreE in which the
source of the two compared recordings is the same. With the
increase of the score ofE (moving along the match score axis),
the higher this percentage is, the lower the risk is in deciding
in favor of the hypothesisH0. In fact, if there are more com-
parisons between pairs of recordings (having the same source)
giving a smaller score thanE, it implies that theE of the case is
actually a strong match.

Similarly, the denominator of theER is the area under the
H1 curve above the score ofE. It is the proportion of compar-
isons which have obtained a greater score thanE for which the
source of the two compared recordings is not the same. As this
proportion of cases increases, so does the support for choosing
H1 and the risk involved in choosingH0 is higher.

Again, with the increase of the score ofE, we come to
the point where there are only very few comparisons between
recordings coming from different sources giving a higher score
thanE, and the conviction that our value does not belong to the
H1 distribution becomes stronger. Actually, if no comparison
between recordings coming from different sources has given a
value higher thanE, this supports the hypothesis thatE belongs
to H0 distribution.

If the decision threshold in a speaker verification system is
set toE, the system cannot determine whether this trace comes
from the suspect or not. This means that, for this particular case,
the verification system would neither accept nor rejectH0. This
is forensically desirable as at this thresholdE no binary decision
has to be made for the case. However, the expert can evaluate
how goodE would be as a decision threshold for similar cases
for which he knows whetherH0 or H1 is true. If the expert tries
to evaluate the performance of a system based on this threshold
(E) with all the cases in his experience to be similar to the given
case, he will be able to obtain the False Match Rate and False
Non Match Rate for this value ofE. If he obtains a very high
FMR and a very low FNMR, he knows that the risk involved
in supporting theH0 hypothesis would be high. Similarly, if
he obtains a low FMR and a high FNMR, implying a highER,
he can conclude that, based on his experience with cases under
similar conditions, there is lower risk involved in acceptingH0.
From the perspective of making a decision, it is desirable to
know the relative risk of choosing one hypothesis over the other
based on past experience with cases in similar conditions, using
this system.

Both the likelihood ratio and the error ratio present comple-
mentary information and we do not suggest the exclusive use of
one method or the other.

When LR=1 the probability of observing the score ofE
given one hypothesis (H0) is the same as given the competi-
tive hypothesis (H1). The strength of evidence is one, and nei-
ther of the hypotheses can be favored. When the total error
(FMR+FNMR) is minimum, it implies that at this pointLR=1.
ER, at this point, can be different from 1, since the risk of error
that we would have if we took a decision in favor of one hy-
pothesis might be higher than the risk of error taking a decision
in favor of the other hypothesis.ER will be equal to 1 when,
for a given value ofE, the risk of error in choosing either of the
hypotheses is equal.

FMRE + FNMRE = minimum => LR = 1 (4)

FMRE = FNMRE for ER = 1 (5)

5. Experimental Results
In this section, we examine the evolution ofERandLR for dif-
ferent cases. This is performed applying the presented method-
ology and by means of a database which contains recordings in
different conditions.

In our experiments we have used theASPIC (Automatic
Speaker Identification by Computer) system, developed by
EPFL and IPS-UNIL at Lausanne (Switzerland).ASPIC is a
text-independent automatic speaker recognition system. The
feature extraction is performed using RASTA PLP method and
the statistical modelling is Gaussian Mixture Modelling. The
database used is a subset of Polyphone IPSC02. The experi-
ments were performed with a set of 10 speakers speaking Ger-
man and French, and using a fixed phone as well as a cellular
phone (GSM).

TheSRandSDBused are in French and in fixed telephone
condition.

Three situations are studied in whichQRandTDB are: 1)
French language and fixed phone 2) German language and fixed
phone 3) French language and cellular phone.

For each situation we have 5 utterances from each of these
speakers for training their models (SDB), and 3 utterances that
are used for testing (TDB). This means that we calculate scores
for 150H0 and for 1350H1 cases, for each situation.

The number of samples in each hypothesis is sufficient to
generate probability density distributions forH0 andH1 scores.

Figs 4, 5 and 6 presentH0 andH1 score distributions for
each of the three situations and the evolutions of theLRand the
ER, first in a linear scale then in a logarithmic scale. Fig. 7
shows the compared DET curves for all the situations consid-
ered.

Figure 4:French Fixed SDB vs French Fixed TDB (situation 1).

It is important to note that the evolution of the two measures



Figure 5: French Fixed SDB vs German Fixed TDB (situation
2).

is different. While theLR after reaching a maximum begins to
decrease (for such distributions), theERcontinuously increases
with the increasing of the score.

We also notice that there are no significant differences be-
tween situations 1 and 2 (shown in Figs 4 and 5) where the only
change concerns the language and a difference is observed with
Fig. 6 when two different phone lines (fixed phone and cel-
lular) were compared. The greater influence oftechnicalmis-
match compared tolanguagemismatch can be observed in our
experiments. The difference in performance of the automatic
recognition system in these two different mismatched situations
can be seen in Fig. 7.

6. Discussion
The proposed methodology assumes that conditions in case
recordings and database recordings are similar i.e., (TDB simi-
lar toQRandSDBsimilar toSR). Unfortunately, recording con-
ditions in real cases are not always known and even with known
conditions not always it is possible to obtain a database with
identical (or very similar) conditions. It is possible however,
that the expert collaborates with the investigation and performs
the acquisition of both suspect data as well as the recordings
required to create the comparison databases (SDBandTDB) in
similar conditions.

An interesting point of the methodology is that we can cre-
ate in advance the probability distributions forH0 andH1 cases
in different possible conditions, and evaluate a new case in the
light of its corresponding conditions [15]. It will be necessary
to determine whether the conditions of the database and the case
are indeed compatible.

The two interpretation measures,LR and ER, cannot be
used instead of each other as they have different meanings and

Figure 6: French Fixed SDB vs French cellular (GSM) TDB
(situation 3).

Figure 7:DET curve for the three studied situations.

different evolutions although log ofER is similar to log ofLR
in some regions [16].

In the presented score-based system, in which the bigger
the score is, the stronger the match is, we notice that theER is a
measure that increases as the score ofE increases.ERgives in-



formation about the quality of the match for the obtained score.
LR considers instead how many times you have observed the
given value ofE under the two hypotheses. If for a high value
of E such a score is observed rarely inH0 cases,P (E|H0) will
be very low, and so will the numerator of theLR. For theER
numerator, we are looking instead at everyH0 case in which
the score was smaller thanE. So, although the given value ofE
is so high that it is rare, the numerator ofERwill be very big.

An advantage of using probabilities calculated using ar-
eas like inER, over LR which uses likelihoods calculated by
heights, is that mathematical artifacts are considerably reduced.

Language mismatch (between train and test data) does not
significantly affect the performance of the system in our exper-
iments. Instead, the mismatch introduced by differences be-
tween fixed and cellular phone reduce drastically the perfor-
mance.

7. Conclusion
In this paper a general interpretation framework to handle foren-
sic cases of automatic speaker recognition, where only one
recording for the suspect is available, was presented. The as-
sumptions needed in order to deal with such a framework and
how to handle new cases were described. When suspect data is
limited, the within-source variability of individual speakers can
be approximated by the average within-source variability from
representative databases. Normalization techniques should be
used in order to reduce the bias due to mismatched recordings
conditions [7].

Two measures for the interpretation of the evidence - the
likelihood ratio (LR) and the error ratio (ER) - were presented
and analyzed under different test conditions. Their compara-
tive evolution with respect to the evidence is shown in differ-
ent experiments. The weaker influence of language than tech-
nical conditions (cellular compared to fixed phone) on perfor-
mance was observed in the experiments. WhileLR measures
the strength of the evidence, ER gives complementary infor-
mation toLR, about the quality of the match in a score-based
framework (given the case and the databases), to interpret the
observed value of the evidence.LR andERcannot be used in-
stead of each other as they have different meanings and different
evolutions. The use ofER in the legal framework has to be in-
vestigated further.
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